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COVER PHOTOGRAPH

No.745 utas built in August 1900 and. had a small boileruntilrebuildtng.with a saturated.

large boiler in Decernber 1911. The deeper aalonce of the engine giaes its origin away. The

eight-wheel tender is another change from its first conditionbutby the time E-S.Cox took

this photograph, around 1920, the old order of tender matchtng had largely been forgotten.
The headcode shows the train to be a Class'A'freight, the Company's designation of
Express goods trains. For full detaik of the headcod.es and the double lamp holder, see

page 16.
The train is heading westwards towards Liuetpool and is seen rolling down the Moss

near Kirkby.
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Steam-Operated Electric Trains
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E. S. COX

FOR A WHOLE WEEK in early 1919 the entire electrified Liverpool to South-
port section of the L.& Y.R. was steam oPerated using 2-4-2 ndial tank engines

drawn from adjacent west Lancashire sheds.
First converted to electric traction in 1904, this 18% mile line was the first in

the country to apply third rail current collection over so long a distance. It was
entirely self<ontained with its own power station, substations and transmission
lines. There were of course many teething troubles but by 1906, by which date I
went to live near the line, first at Southport and later between Waterloo and
Crosby, the train service had become punctual and completely reliable and in my
frequent journeys on the line I never recall any technical delays.

By 1919, I had already been working as a Premium Apprentice and travelled
home each weekend via Liverpool. On a particular Saturday early in that year I
crossed over from one of the mainline'platforms at Liverpool Exchange station
to the suburban side and was amazed to find steam engines coupled to the elec-
tric trains. A reduced timetable was in operation and I was hauled out to Water-
loo without, it must be admitted, the sparkle of the usual electric service.

This most unusual event was not due to electrical failure but to a walkout of
the entire staff at the Formby Power Station, the only source of electric energy.
The cause of the strike was one not unknown elsewhere at that particular time.
The end of the Great War had at last brought the long sought after eight-hour
day. Here and there, management sought to get some reduction in wages costs
from the number of hours now to be worked. The workforce on the other hand
naturally had not expected to see any reduction in living+tandards due to the
change but of such an impasse carhe the Formby stoppage. It was eventually
settled after a week in which steam haulage had maintained the service and
avoided a complete shut down which would otherwise have been inevitable.

This happy outcome was due I think to the foresight of John Aspinall who
planned the electrification. Foreseeing teething troubles even if not strike
action, he had arranged to equip the trains with the vacuum brake which would
permit haulage by edsting steam engines if ever this was required. Nearly all
other railway electrifications then (and since) have employed the air brake and
later development has for ever obviated the need for steam haulage so happily
available on that far off occasion.

As a postscript to this strange interlude, over the weekend referred to above I
took my old plate camera to the end of the road in which I resided and which
abutted onto the railway. A photograph of a radial tank pulling a complete elec-
tric train was taken but alas all the disabilities of early photography combined
with a particularly dull day resulted in a negative so weak that no satisfactory
print was obtainable. This failure has been a great source of sorrow to me ever
since, for I have never seen any other picture of this dramatic event of so long ago.
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Gregson Lane Halt
FRANK ELLIOTT

Frank Elliott's researches into GregsonLane proaide yet anotherinsight into L.UY opera-

tions-the priuate railway statton. Allied. to it is the chance to look at the scale of ratlway
rnoaenxents 'in a d,ay in the early years of this century, roughly when the raffay was at its
operat'ional height.

In 1846 the Blackburn to Preston Railway was opened. During the next few
years it passed through the ownership of the East Lancashire Railway Company
until in 1859 it became the property of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Co.
By 1895 many stations on this line were well known, e.g. Bamber Bridge,
Hoghton, Pleasington etc. Situated between Bamber Bridge and Hoghton was
Gregson Lane Halt. It was first recorded in 1894 but under the name of Gregson
Lane Sidings.

The Sidings' main purpose $r€re to serve the newly constructed Brindle Mill
which opened in 1895. Along with the Mill two platforms were erected for the
Mill workers. The Mill was built and owned byJ.W Bourne, Cotton Spinners. By
looking at the map you can see that a small community was built up around the
mill, this was called Bourne's Row, just a few hundred yards from the nearby vil-
lage of Gregson Lane. Research shows that no accurate records were made for
this area before the 1909 Census. By this time the workforce of the mill numbered
276.
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This latter day aiew of Brind,le Mill shows the extensions that had taken place by the time
that Horrockses, Creudson Spinning€tManufacfiiringCo. were in control. The build.ing
that once spanned. the nearside siding is being demolished, only the framework remaining at
this date. Presumably, the crossing f bridge to the right serued as exit from the platform which
is about long enough to take a fiue-coach

-

train, at the rnost.

^y.3.

The Halt and goods yard were well established by 1909 and consisted of two
solid platforms which had stone walls front and back and wooden beam* running
along platform.edge trackside. The rest of the platforms were made up with
gravel infill, four access ramps at platform ends and a wooden shelter on the
Blackburn downline-to-Preston side. On both platforms there were name-boards
stating Gregson Lane Halt and standard lamp-post oil lamps lining them. A ground
mounted signal box with a fourteen-lever frame controlledthe level crossing and
the crossovers into the sidings. It is known that from 1.918 to 1924 one of the
regular signalmen was MrJoeWorsley, and the twoline goods yard at Brindle
Mill had two full-time men, MrJack Taylor and Mr Bob Newton, who unloaded
the coal wagons by shovel. Other freight consisted of box vans and open wagons,
owners unknown, for weaving beams and bulk cotton. For these items and coal,
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a regular goods service was implemented as shown in the timetable supplied by
N. G. Coates. Despatched locomotives came from Blackburn, Preston and
Lostock Hall and would normally be Barton Wright 0-6-0 tender and 0-6-0 tank
engines.

The passenger service was a totally different matter. Tickets had to be pur-
chased one week in advance from Bamber Bridge or Hoghton station. On the day
of the journey the.station master at Bamber Bridge or Hoghton had to notify the
guard and driver of the regular stopping passenger trains that a pick-up or alight-
ing of passengers would take place at Gregson Lane Halt. This was done as com-
mon practice by the mill workers and the rest of the people of Gregson Lane,
because holiday specials were also run in this way.

This system of passenger and freight trains ran into L.M.S. days until 1932
when the mill closed. The halt fell into disrepair and although the mill was opened
again in 1936 by Munches Co. the halt stayed closed and it was not'until the Sec-

ond World War that the hatt u/as re{pened. The halt was finally closed n 1947
and dismantled in 1960 when the cotton mill was closed under the ownership of
Horrockses Co.

L.&Y.R
J. & Y1/. BOURNE'S SIDINGS

BAMBER
NEFE frETICE

BETWEEN

BRIDGE AND HOGHTON

Comeioa mhtairud b-y ail al tlu cosl ,:f L. &' Y. R. Co. coloured re 43
Sidieg rcidtaiud by and at tlu cost o/ J. e [l!. .l]ourne . . ,, F
L U Y. R. Co.'s Boun&try - - - E=-:
&i""& aild ncccssatT ay'laratus tttttiutaincd ly atd al tlu cost oJ L. U Y. R. Co.

-I
i* o't Yarqf-r;

.fram Fanher ,fotz-ge lmze 77e'i's' O3d*
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Brindle Mill in 1986. The sid,ings used to enter the smallyard. through the fence in the right
of the picture. Photo-F.Elltott
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Gregson Lane Traffic
NOEL COATES

THE ACCOMPANYING TABLES of train movements come from the October
1905 working timetable. I set out to provide Frank with a rough guide of the
trains which were handled by the signal box in any one weekday but it quickly
became clear that there were many more trains passing through than I thought
and interesting implications could be drawn. Firstly the timetable is the result of
60 years practical operation and traffic increases and has been honed to be rela-
tively easily workable. Secondly the slower moving freight traffic is slotted into
late evening and overnight paths as much as possible but the sheer volume of
traffic and the operation by different companies was unexpected. There was little
rest for signalmen-about half an hour here and there at the most-whilst on
several occasions three or four trains followed one another in quite quick succes-
sion. Few trains stopped or were halted at Gregson Lane and because there were
no passing-loops the one or two which were held would have to be shunted onto
the wrong line. Finally the timetable details several trains which worked on only
one day, nor are extras or specials noted, so traffic was possibly slightly heavier
than shown. The line was busy, but it was a main artery and I hope illustrates
how a small wayside private station was influenced by the railway around it.

TRAINS PASSING GREGSON LANE:
To PRESTON

a.m
1.30 Class A Goods-Rosegrove to Aintree Sorting Sidings

2.gb Midland Class B Goods-Hellifield to Huskisson (Liverpool)
2.50 Special Express Goods -Leeds to Liverpool

3 .45 Goods - Blackburn to Rainford Juncti<ln
9.55 Class B Goods-Bury to Fleetwood

4.00
4.10
4.25
4.35
4.50

Express Goods-Hollinwood to Lostock Hall
LNW Goods-Nelson to Carnforth
Class A Goods -Goole to Lostock Hall
Midland Express Passenger-Blackburn to Liverpool
Fish -Rosegrove to Preston

*5.05 Goods-Hoghton to Lostock Hall (stops when required)

6.20 Fast Goods-Rosegrove to Lostock Hall
6.43 Passenger-Accrin.qton to Preston

6

MODELLERS' NOTE

Just about every type of
engine then in use on the
L&Y except 0-4-0ST and
0 -6 -0T would pass through
the Halt in a 24-hour
spell as well as Midland
0-6-0s, 4-4-0s and L.N.'W.
goods engines. The simp-
licity of track layout,
paucity of buildings yet
intensity of traffic would
make this location ideal
for those wishing to dis-
play stock or concentrate
on operation.

a.m.
12.05
L2.20
12.40

TRAINS P+:'Jilf.[]*fiin*'*'
Special Express Goods-Aintree Sorting Sidings to Leeds
Express Goods-Ormskirk to Blackburn
Fast Goods-Bamber Bridge to Castleton

1.20 Midland Express Passenger-Liverpool to Blackburn
1.40 Class B Goods-Lostock Hall to Rosegrove
1.50 Midland Class B Goods-Huskisson (Liverpool) to Carlisle
L.55 Fast Goods-Fleetwood to Bury

2.02 Special Express Goods-Aintree S.S. to Leeds
2.52 Mail Goods-Preston to Burnley (East Lancs.)

3.00 Class A Goods-Aintree S.S. to Haslingden
3.10 Special Express Goods-Aintree S.S. to Spring Vale

4.00 Goods-Bamber Bridge to Spring Vale
*4.05 Goods-Bamber Bridge to Hoghton (stops if required)

5.10 LNW Goods-Carnforth to Nelson
5.35 Passenger-Preston to Todmorden

6.22 Class A Goods-Carlisle to Rosegrove (LNW and L &Y
6.10 Class A Goods-Preston to Leeds

englnes on
I alternate days)
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8.0 7

9.27
* 8.50

9.5 5
9.00
9.02
9.07
9.10
9.55

10.02
10.10
10.34
10.5 7

11.30
p.m.

12.23
12.40

1.40
2.L5
2.29
2.50
3.02
3.22
3.97
4.to

5.24
5.34
5.5 5
5.58
6.1 3
6.25
7.00
7 .48

rg.l2
9.54
9.50
8.5 ?
g.oo
9.20
9. 1

to Preston
Lostock HalI

TRAINS TOWARDS PRESTON - cont'inued

Passenger -Accrington to Blackpool Central
Passenger-B lac kburn to Preston
Class B Goods - Leeds to Lostock Halt (arrives and is held)
Special Express Goods -Normanton to Aintree S.S

Midland Class B Goods -Carlisle to Huskisson
Class B Goods-Leeds to Lostock Hall
Passenger - Accrington to Preston
Class A Goods - Rosegrove to Fleetwood
Express Passenger - Skipton to Liverpool
Express Passenger-Accrington to Southport
Express Passenger-Halifax to Blackpool Central
Passenger-Blackburn to Preston
Express Passenger-Accrington to Preston
Passenger -Accrington to Preston

Express Passenger-Leeds to Blackpool Central
Passenger-Accrington to Blackpool Central
Passenger-Accrington to Preston
Express Passenger-Colne to Blackpool Central
Express Passenger-Colne to Southport
Midland Exprsss Passenger-Blackburn to Liverpool
Passenger-Accrington to Preston
Fast Goods-Chatburn to Lostock Hall
Passenger-Accrington to Preston
Midland Express Passenger-Blackburn to Liverpool

4.28 Passenger-Accrington to Preston
4.58 Passenger-Accrington to Preston

to Blackpool
to Southport

tL.22
11.58

to Blackpool Central
to Liverpool

Preston
to Blackpool Central

Liverpool (arrives and is held, piiks npif i;qJ

to Liverpool
Liverpool
to Aintree S.S

Preston and Fleetwood
Aintree S.S.

Bridge

Pteston

Los-tock
Total 60 trains ( 35 passenger, 25 goods )

All one-day-only tratns ignored. All L€f Y tua'tns except where stated (7 Mtdland, 1 LNW)
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7.08
7 .25
7 .30
8.08
9.22
8.3 5
8.41
9.00
9.10
9.48

--t o.o b
10.1 0
10.5 5
1 1.40
p.m.

L2.20
L2.35

1.10

TRAINS TOWARDS BLACKBURN - continued

Express Passenger-Preston to Leeds
Passenger-Preston to Accrington
Fast Goods-Bamber Bridge to Chatburn
Passenger-Preston to Blackburn
Express Passenger -PrestonJo To dmorden
Express Passenger-Blackpdol Central to Colne
Express Passenger-Southport to Accrington
Passenger-Blackpool Central to Todmorden
Passenger-Preston to Accrington
Express Passenger-Preston to Burnley Bank Top
Midland Express Passenger-Liverpool to
Passenger-Preston to Blackburn
Express Passenger-Blackpool Central to Bradford
Passenger-Preston to Blackburn

Class A Goods-Fleetwood to Rosegrove
Passenger-Preston to Accrington
Midland Express Passenger-Liverpool to Blackburn
Passenger-Preston to Todmorden
Passenger-Preston to Accrington
Midland Express Passenger-Liverpool to Blackburn
Passenger-Preston to Blackburn
Goods-Lostock Hall to Hoghton (arrives, shunts as required)
Passenger-Preston to Todmorden
Goods-Lostock Hall to Hoghton leaves
Express Passenger-Blackpool Central to Leeds
Express Passenger-Blackpool Central to Colne
Midland Express Passenger-Liverpool to Blackburn
Passenger-Preston to Accrington
Express Passenger-Midge Hall to Blackburn 

*

Express Passenger-Southport to Colne
Passenger-Preston to Todmorden
Passenger-Blackpool Central to Colne
Midland Express Goods Class A-Huskisson to Hellifield
Express Passenger-Southport to Colne
Passenger-Preston to Blackburn
Class A Goods-Aintree S.S. to Goole
Goods-Lostock Hall to Spring Vale
Class A Goods-Fleetwood to Rosegrove
Midland Class A Goods-Huskisson to Hellifield
Express Passenger-Blackpool Central to Colne
Express Passenger-Liverpool to Colne
Passenger*Preston to Accrington
Class A Goods-Ormskirk to Goole

Total 59 Trains ( 35 Passenger, 24 Goods)
All one-day-only trains ignored

All LEY trains except where stated (8 Midland, I LNW)

* denotes a train stopping at Gregson Lane.
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1.35
2.25
2.55
3.10

* 3.20
3.59
4.20
4.23
5.00
5.1 I
5.28
6.01
6.0 7

6.20
7 .22
7 .30
7 .52
8.0 5
8.3 0
9.3 5
9.02
9.0 7

9.25
9.42

10.0 7
11.03

ti
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OHN F. STRE.E.T,
z\

Coal Merchant and Carrier,

qWHITE,FIELD.

BEST COALS ONLY
At lowest possible prices for the

quality.

Also

Lancoshire & Yorhshire Railuay Carting Agent.

The aboue aduertisement appeared tn the Companies 1915 booklet THE BREEZY
NORTHERN HEIGHTS OF MANCHESTER, the coloured coaer of which is reproduced.

on our back page. It set out to publicise the better clnss suburbs and points out how the cjU
was becoming less of a home and more of a wotkshop. Many local bus'inesses and organ'iza'

tions adoerttsed in the 84qage booklet but the abozte is the only one with railway interest.

Three of JohnF.Street's coal wagons are featured in this aiew. All of them are slightly
different types uith curaed ends and single-sided brake gear. No colour d'etaik are known of
the liuery uhich has the name of the firm spread along the top plank. All that can be made

out is that the corner plates are black and, the bod,y is not as dark coloured.. In the back-

ground stands a ,TinTab' 10-ton Breakvan with birdcage roof. Fbe cart horses stand, to

either side of the oiew. All local d.eliaeries were in the hand.s of the horse-d.rawn cart at this

pertod, and they formed a proud asset of any business of the day.

-l'elepho"e : b \\'lll'l-t-.Fll..l D.

10 1l

Todmorden 100 Years Ago
Although to our eyes, the old six-wheeled engine would, be thought to be agoods type,

in the 1870s and. immediately following years, the engine pictured, was d,efinitely a passenger

type. Built in December 1871 when the company was d.esperately short of locomotiaes and
could not build more than about three a month at tts own works in Miles Platting, No.715
came from Kitson E Co. of Leeds. It can'ied the name 'MEDUSA'tohen transfened to work
the East Lancashire Railuay section but like all other nameplates, was remoued, in the early
years of Aspinall's reign. It uas not withdrawn until October 1901 although it had, been

'rebuilt' in 1897. lust uhat happened in 1897 is amystery as the dotned, boilers were fitted
toothersof theclassthatwereneaer'rebuilt'. No.Tl5d,oesnotpossessanybrakesonthe
engine, the tender and train haoing to do that job. The front oehicle of the train is one of
the earliest types of brake tsan of which we know, haoing the lower style of roof and, birdcage

from Fay's pertod. After 1872, the type uere butlt with higher roof and aertical beading to
the ducket sid.es.

The train is ready to leaae Tod.morden with a train for Burnley, Accrington and Blackburn
as the notice states. Departures to the Copy Pit line left from the UP platform. Oiginally,
they stood in the bay on the other side of the t)ery narrow platform but it uas so narrott)
that it had to be aband.oned for the sake of safety.

This quaint uiew was probably taken in the 1890s. Wtthout the train, the same oiew could
be seen in British Railway days.

DOGS RIDING IN CARRIACES WITH PASSENGERS

The attention of station rnasters, inspectors, ticket collectors and gztard,s is called to the
regulation on page 105 of the Penny Time Book prohtbitdng passengers from taking d.ogs

with thetn into passenger carriages and this regulation must be strictly enforced.

( Note in Special Train Notic e tanuary 1 887 )



Edward Bury's Locos on the L.Y.R.

BERNARD FIELDING

WHEN I BEGAN COLLECTING photos of LYR locos in the early 1930s,
some of the first to come to hand were of Bury-type 0 -4-0s, from the Locomotive
Publishing Co., and these have always fascinated me. The locos were absolutely
"basic", consisting of a boiler and a large firebox on four wheels, without any
"frills", such as brakes, cabs, or spectacle plates. One must have had to be tough
to drive one in the depths of winter, in snow and frost, and then to go through
Summit Tunnel and be almost suffocated by the exhaust fumes for good measure.

Edward Bury started a general engineering business at Clarence Foundry,
Liverpool, about 1826, but did not build locos at first. The name was changed to
Bury, Curtis & Kennedy about 1846, and by the time the firm closed down in
1850 about 415 locos had been built. His engines were unusual in having bar
frames, although these became standard practice in the U.S.A. The largest num-
bei of engines (over 100) was supplied to the London & Brimingham Railway,
opened in 1838, and of which Bury was appointed Locomotive Superintendent.
The LYR and the Furness were also substantial users of his locos.

I am only aware of one Bury engine in preservation, Furness No.3, of 1846,
(generally known as 'Coppernob'), which is at N.R.M., York. Photos shew it to
be externally very similar to the engines supplied to the Liverpool & Bury Rail'
way in 1847, so I hope I may be allowed to quote a few details, taken from
R.W.Rush's Oakwood Press booklet F.R.Locos E Rolling Stock: Built 1846,
preserved 1900; cylinders 14"x 24"; wheels 4'-9"; T.E.7,619Ib; engine (loaded)
19/z tons; coal 2 tons; water 900 gallons; tender (loaded) 13% tons. The T.E. is
interesting, compared with the L.Y. railmotor's 7,6051b., and the L.Y. Pug's
10,704 rb.

One of 'Coppernob's' drivers is on record as saying that its safe maximum
speed was 28 mph. The heavy firebox, being outside the wheelbase, must have
made these engines rather unsteady at speed, and many of the L.Y. ones had a
pair of trailing wheels added at a later date. Indeed, Bury built his engines with a

t2

pair of trailing wheels after 1848, doubtless to cure the problem.
A handful on the LYR lasted until 1880, four years into Barton Wright's

regime, when about 60 of his 'Ironclad' 0-6-0 were in service, so they must still
have been performing some useful (if humble) service.

I append a list of engines in each batch on the LYR, but for brevity I have
only quoted the LYR (1850) running-number. Fuller details can be found in
Vol. 3 of Marshall's LYR book, at tht pages quoted:-

(1838 ) ex Manchester, Bolton & Bury Railway
(0-4 -O) Manchester, Fairfield, Bolton (1 19), Victoria (L20)t
(0-4-0) (by Wm Fairbairn & Co., Manchester) (1839) Windermere (121),

Crosby (122), Woolton, (123), Bootte (124; (2-2 -O

(2 -2 -o) (1844) 6, 7 .

In Platform 18, page 1, I mentioned how Fairfield (along with another LYR
engine, lunction), turned up on the 7 ft. -gauge North Devon Railway.

(Marshall, Vol. 3, pp. 28,29, and 213 refers).

(1840) ex Manchester & Leeds Railway
(0-4 0) Liuerpool (135), Clarence (136).

(Marshall, p.19 refers) .

(1845 -6) ex Manchester & Leeds Railway
(0-4-0) West Riding Union (154) , Clechheaton (155) , Huddersfield (156).
ln Platform 16, page 6, I referred to the sale of these three engines to the

Stockton & Darlington Railway, and how The Enlineer, in 1875, referred to
them as being 'of extremely rotrgh construction and workmanship'.

(Marshall, pp. 23 and 213 refers).

( 1845 - 6 ) ex Manchester & Leeds Railway
(0-4-0) (Built by Fairbairn & Co., Manchester) L57,158, 159.

(Marshall, pp. 58 -9, and 217 refers).

(1846) ex North Union Railway
(2-2-o) t2.
(o-4-2) 148.

(Marshall, p. 3L -2 refers).

(1847-8 ) ex Liverpool & Bury Railway
(0-4-0) L94, 195, 216, 160, 193, 194,195, lg7,1gg, 1gg, 190, 191, lg2,

193,196.
(Marshall, pp. 59 and 217 refers).

(1847 -9 ) ex Manchester & Leeds Railway
(0-4-0) (Built by Fairbairn & Co., Manchester) 2I3,2L4,2t5,101, lG2,

186, 202, 203, 204, 205, lg7, tgg, 206, 2O7,209, 209,210,2L1,212,
199,200,201.

(Marshall, pp 59-60 and 217-8 refers).

(1850 ) ex Preston & Wyre Railway
(2 -2 -o) 4, 8, 9, 13, t4
(0-4-0) r47,L49.
(0-4-2\ 126.

(Marshall, pp. 32-37 and 214 refers).

(1850) ex Blackburn, Darwen, & Bolton Railway
(o-4-0) 153.

(Marshall, pp. 37-8 and 214 refers).

SUMMARY (as built)
8

56
2

a

2-2-0
G4-0
0-4-2

Total

l3
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Most of George Smith's oiews of trains at this location show ordinary L.efYR. rubiects.
This could well haae been just another coal train but as it was actu.ally taken aery early in
the moming, perhaps George knew uhat to expect.

George lhted jn Miles Platting and trauelled. to Moston for this photograph. He is just
north of Moston station where the line is running almost d,ue south. The angle of the low
sunlight ghtes a hint of the time of day.

The engine is No.1453 built tn September 1904, six months after George Hughes had,

been appointed Chief Mechanical Engineer. The locomotiae has all the accoutrements of the
preoious C.M.E. and woul.d haoe had an eight-wheeled. tend.er uhm built. From the period,
of the GreatWar onwards, the practice of pairitg aparticular tend.er to an engine uas disre-
garded and 1453 is here paired. with one of the forty oiginalunits built for the first of the
G8-0s. In the year of the grouping, this engine was rebuilt withalarge superheated,boiler
but was uithdrawn in 1930.

Thetrainisa'RightAway'goodsasdenotedbytheMalteseCrosshead,code. Itiscoast'
ing down the falling grad,ient frotn Middleton lunction through Moston where uestbound
er.presses had, their last chance to run ot speed before slowing for the junctions and restric-
tions closer to Victoria, just four and a half miles away. For this reason, the distant stgnal

(here shouing a poor OFF) uas raised. high to allou good oisibility aboae the over-bridge.
The loaded. goods train without antornatic brakes to slow its traitu must proceed, warily
d.own the f-in-30 gradient.

The wagons, sorne thirty or rnore are all North Eastem Railway l}/z-ton single-sided
brake types built to diagtam P4 in enormous quantities for coal traffic in the north-east. The
coal is most probably for export aia Liuetpool and is quite a contradiction of the old. adage
of "taking coals to Newcastle"!

Thanhs to Gordon Heywood tn compiling this caption.
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Goods Train
Headboards

COMPILED FROM OFFICIAL RECORDS BY THE EDITOR

IT WAS 1899 when three designs of headboard were produced, for identifying
the three different types of fast goods trains on the L. & Y. R. Distinctive boards
were produced for daytirne use on the engine of the train. To begin with, the
boards were all painted plain white but the circular board (termed an Indicator
Disc by the L. &Y.) was later adorned with a black 'Maltese' cross. A further 200
such discs were manufactured at Horwich in 1913.

The diamond and rectangular boards were soon to fall out of use, probably in
the early Hughes period though it is difficult to state an exact year. The circrrlar
boards certainly continued in use until the grouping period and were usually to
be seen in conjunction with the special double lamp carrier. Many photographs
exist of goods engines running with the double lamp. carrier alone on the smoke-
box door, bearing nothing other than a coincidental similarity to the old double
lamp brackets removed from smokeboxes in favour of the R.C.H. standard in the
early years of this century.
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The 1899 instruction mentioned above shows the circular boards to be the iden-
tification of EXPRESS GOODS. The size was the same but they were plain
white. FAST GOODS were identified by the diamond-shaped boards and
SPECIAL EXPRESS GOODS by the rectangular headboards. All were manu-
factured from 1/8"-thick wrought iron plate. Photographic evidence of these
earlier headcodes is difficult to come by,

l6

Specnt Fxpasse

One of the few photographs existing of a 'FastGoods' train with d.iamond, headboard. The
location has not beenid,entified but the 1875 period Saxby I Farmer stgnal box on a straight
line near the top of a bank uould ntake the setting an uncotnrnon one. The train is running
on the 'wrong'line and, this has led to the photograph appearing the wrong way round in
the past.

The locomothte is one of Lot44, being the second twenty 0-8-0s built in the latter half
of 1901. The loco has a six-uheel tend.er'in common uith the others of the first forty built
and ts one of the few fitted with ptston aalaes when built.

As the headcode was abolished in 1904, the d,ate of this aiew can be fairly accurately
d,ated,
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The circular board illustrated was the identification of the RIGHT AITVAY goods

in daylight hours. By night, both arms of the double lamp carrier were to carry
a larnp. There are several photographs, as on our centre page, that show the board
and one lamp being used together.

RIGHT AWAY freight trains took precedence over all other freight trains and
were allowed to pass or run in front of stopping-passenger trains. In certain cases

such as the 1.30p.m. North Docks to Oakenshaw London goods, the train had
preference when running late over an express passenger running 12 minutesbe-
hind it at Lostock Junction. Such was the importance of the L.&Y.'s top freight
trains.

on eSdnes heet!^A--!*t',I-er"S-- {oods t'ains

From the APPENDIX to the working timetable (No.l2),January 1912:

"RightAway" After sunset "RIGHT AWAY" TRAINS carry two whitelights
Trains at the foot of the engine chimney, and during the day a round

target and are signalled 1-1-3.
They take precedence over all other Freight Trains and are

allowed to pass or run in front of stopping-passenger trains.
All concerned must keep well in touch with the Controller in

advance of the due times of the trains and in the event of any
difficulty, seek and promptly caxry out instructions given by the
controllers for the clearance of the Main Line.

Goods Agents, Station Masters, Inspectors and Foremen at
exchange points will be held personally responsible for making
local arrangements to ensure a clear road for and prompt dealing
with the trains at places under their supervision. The Trains will
not convey traffic other than that for which they are classified
and in the event of the wagons not being (from whatever cause)
sufficiently early to admit of the Trains attaching without incur-
ring a late departure, the traffic must be left over for the next
THROUGH service or resenred for the same trains the following
dry.
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0-8-0 No.407, still with its original tender was photographed at Horbury about 1923. Tuo
open wagons and a meat aan forrn the total load of this RIGHT AWAY goods. An L.UY
20-ton brake brings uP the rear,

An unid.entified superheo,ted 0-8-0 heads a Class A'fretght ouer Upholland' Moss in the years

following the Great War. The smokebox camtes the d,ouble lnrnp bracket but is being used

for a normal lamp cod.e, There are maty photographs of 0-8-0s uith the bracket on the

smokebox which suggests that they generally were left on the engine when not acfiially
required. This loco carries the No.5 lampcod.e d,enoting 'Express Freight'.

Photograph-E. S. Cox
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Ergne Headlamps

The following uniform system of Head Lamps was adopted by all Railway Com-
panies running over the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway and those lines over
which the Company's engines ran. The lamps had to be carried both by day and
night in the positions indicated and at night or in foggy weather showing white
lights only.

1- Express Passenger Train, Fire Brigade Train, Breakdown
\Ian Train going to clear the line or Light Engine going to
assist a disabled train.

2 - Ordinary Passenger Train or Breakdown Train not going
to clear the line.

3 - Fish, Meat, Fruit, Horse, Cattle or Perishable Train
composed of coaching stock, or Empty coaching stock
train.

4-' Right Away' Freight Trains, two white lights after
sunset and during the day a round target. (The Appendix
notes that " these lamps and targets must not be carried
by other than scheduled 'Right Away' trains other than
with the special authority of the Superintendent of the
Line. ")

5 - Fish, Meat or Fruit Traifr composed of Goods Stock,
Express Cattle or Express Freight Train Class 'A'.

6 - Express Cattle or Express Freight Train, Class 'B'

7 -Light Engine(s) or Engine and Brake Van.

8 -Through Freight or Ballast Train

9-Ordinary Freight stopping at intermediate stations to
pick up and set down.

The above listing is adapted from the official instructions in the Company's 1921
Appendix. These instructions were cancelled with the Ja+uary 1925 Special
Notices that introduced a variation to the code.

All booked FREIGHT TRAINS are classified and numbered in the Goods
Guards' Workings Booklet and in the Freight Train Book as follows:

2t

Empttes passing Cherry Tree

From
Classification of Train Head Lamps

RightAway ...........
Special Express Freight, Class A
Express Freight, Class B o o . .

Through Freight . . . . . . . . .

Miscellaneous Freight . . . . .

R
A
B

M

1

40L
1 ,201

2,001

4
5

6
8
9

No
No
No
No
No{

2A

-W.H.Hulme

Numbered
Symbol

400
1,200
2,000

4,000



To date 23 different types of oil lamp 'outer'have been noted, either in photo-
graphs, or by personal observation, and I'm sure there are more. Similarly there
axe many varieties of 'gas lamp' and the posts they are mounted on are legion.
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WHEN EXAMINING the many photographs-of stations, station yards, goods
yards, loco sheds, etc., one tends to ignore the lighting facilities. This was a very
necessary part of railway life-there was no 'daylight saving', fog was a part of
daily life-especially in winter when it was unuzual to see the sun. So light was a
necessity.

The L&Y appears to have looked at'lighting'as a serious subject-there'are
many mentions of it in the Company Minutes, in the Appendix to the W.T.T., in
many Memoranda, photographs, etc.

Then there were the lamp-men, and most stations had a lamp-room; depending
on its size, so the size of the lamp-room varied.

Another factor was the situation of the station-how was the station/yard
etc. to be lit? If there was a local gas supply, the L.&Y. were certain to be users-
the station would be 'gas-lit' both internally and externally. Being safety con-
scious, there was lighting at ma.ny places-bridges and subways. Steps were
always illuminated, whilst platforms and public places had lamps every 15-20
yards.

If there was no adequate local gas supply, the station was !oil-lit'. Externally,
things were much the same, except platform lamps were spaced at L2-l5yards
apart.

OIL LIGHTING
The L.&Y. oil cistern/wick holder was a 'square'one, generally Sin.square

(variants have been f,ound-9"x 7",8/z"x7Yz", etc., etc.), with the wick-feed
mounted centrally, and a corner-placed filler (generally of brass). The cistern was
about 3in. deep. The lamp-glasses were generally about 3" to 5y2" dia.with a
LYz" to 2" chimney and were about 10" tall. The wick used was 1/2"-wide by
1/16"-thick.

The L.M.S. replacements were 9"dia. x 3" to 3Yz" -deep cisterns, filled through
the wick-holder opening. Some of the L.&Y. ones lasted until B.R. days and will
be familiar to the majority of readers.

These lamps would be looked after by the lamp-man. At small stations he
would be lampman-porter and his job would be to trim and maintain all the lights
within the station. However, signal lights were not his domain, this generally
being done by the S & T department. In country areas, this would be done by
the off-duty signalman . . . one of his 'over-time'perks.
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There were two. types of outer casing, the 'box'and the 'lantern'. The box
type was generally about l8"-wide by lO"-deep (front to back), with an L8'Lhigh
back. The front height varied but was generally in the region of 22". The major-
ity of boxes had two side windows, as well as a glazed, opening door at the front.
The door was either top or side-hinged, and was closed by a wire 'bolt'. Most
boxes were originally supplied with a l0-tz" dia.dished reflector (made of
'german silver') but in the post-war period many were taken as prizes, and the
few that remained went uncleaned and ceased to reflect.

It was in the 'roof ' of the
box that the greatest variety
was to be found. The simplest-
as in the drawing-consisted of
a folded lid and covered either
holes or slits in the top of the
front to allow the lamp to
breathe. Many 'roofs' carried a
chimney (approx.3" dia.x 3"
high) with many vari'ations of
top, replacing the holes in the
main box. To assist the lamp to
burn there were also ventilation
holes in the base of the box.

The whole was mounted to
a 6'tx 4" (upprox) wooden post,
with the base of the 'box' dt
about 4ft.-6in. from the plat-
form or ground-level.

The alternative was a square
lantern type. In many instances
these are of the same shape and
size as the gas lanterns men-
tioned later. The lower, fully-
glazed, portion was 18 " -high,
being 18 "-squ are at the top and
12" square at the bottom.

Above this is a further square portion approximately 9"-high tapering to 9"-
square, being surmounted by a circular portion of varying shape and dimensions.
For details, see the photographs and drawings.

The only 'Official' photograph of an oil lantern is of approximately these
sizes, but demonstrates just how 'out of touch' both designers and officialdom
can be. This 'design' incorporated an in-built over-head rpservoir, and an.intricate
feed system. It also necessitated (a) filling the reservoir in situ.-regardless of the
weather, (b) adjusting the burner out in the open, (c) longer ladders to enable
the lamp-man to reach above instead of into the lantern. So, the lamps were
unserviced, and unlit. The reservoirs were removed and the lanterns were used to
accommodate the standard 'cistern and burner'.
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OIL LAMPS AND LANTERNS

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway haue adopted for experiment, a simple inoention of a
uorking-man named Grant, the object of which is to indicate clearly the names of stations
at night. The plan is to hang signs of coloured. glass with the names of the stationsprinted
upon them, ouer the larnps at the station. These signs hane been tried at the Bootle station
and, are found to answer well. The Engineer 4th Augast lA65
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GAS LIGHTING
Here again much seemed to depend upon local conditions and situations. In

large stations, particularly with overhead roofs, many of the lanterns were sus-

pended therefrom-and because of their height werd provided with two or three
'light sources'-originally fish-tailed burners, later possibly'converted to gas-man-
tles. The problem arose on conversion, that fish-tails needed'bottom feed', whilst
'mantles' needed 'top feed' and some crafty plumbing was needed. However,
these two-to-three-source lanterns required more space and were hexagonal
instead of square (see sketch).

As for the square lanterns, many designs and sizes have been found; presuma-
bly if a local manufacturer could supply, he was used. Two of the most popular
are shown although I have been unable to find out who was the maker of either.

Abgut the 1890 period and presumably as part of the station 'modernisation'
and improvements, i ,.* type .of gas-light was introduced and this was soon
christened the 'fish-bowl' (see drawings and photographs). Again no maker has
been found, but it was supposed to have been made in the Manchester/Bolton
area.
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FOUR.SIDE,D LANTERI{S

CIRCULAR FISHBOWL

The bowl was I 7 in. dia. x 15 in. -deep, and was hinged to pivot across the two
supporting brackets, which also acted as supply pipes carrying the gas into the
main circular casting, from where it was led to the burners. The upper portion,
also circular, was made of copper and was removable, mainly acting as ventila-
tion. The circular bracket to mount the lamp assembly to the post also carried
the control valve.
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For hanging from the roof, the supporting brackets could be inverted, control
of several lights then being from one main valve, generally wall-mounted.

With the increase of passenger traffic, there were complaints that it was diffi-
cult to identify stations during darkness. To assist its customers the L&Y intro-
duced 'transparent patches bearing the station name'. These were to be placed
inside the platform lighting, and were available to station-masters on demand.
They were an immediate success, and other railways soon followed the lead.

To light the various lamps, the lamp-man would carry a 'lighter'with him
genetally mounted on a stick to cut down the amount of reaching required. This
lighter was usually a piece of circular wick or a piece of small-diameter rope,
which had been soaked in salt-petre and then dried out. When lit this would
smoulder for long periods but would be capable of igniting the gas burners. The
colloquial name for this lighter was 'tar-band' and would be in great demand
among the young generation round about 5th November !

When a lamp was converted to 'mantles', it was usual to fit a pilot light,
burning continuously, to reduce mantle breakage from poking 'lighters'.

Memoranda were frequently issued about the amount of gas consumed, one
of the annual ones reminded staff that platform lights should be turned down to
'low' in between trains, and only used on 'bright'for arr approximate period of
ten minutes before and five minutes after the departure of each train. There was
no rest for the lamp-man/porter.

LAMP POSTS, LAMP STANDARDS
With the earlier type of oil lamp 'box', it appears that on the L.&Y a square

or rectangular wooden post was all that was provided. Should this post be more
than 7 ft. tall, a crossed base was provided below ground level, but again no details
are available,

For the lantern t1rye, both oil and gas, the earliest ones were also mounted on
wooden posts. As the Victorians were great tonfounders, however, cast iron
standards or posts very soon appeared. From the great variety of designs discovered
on the L.&Y. platforms, bridges and gateposts, every ironfounder in the two
counties had his own design and made a few for the local station.

It appears, however, that the E.L.R. was the first to standardize on one design
which is shown at 'A'having a fluted lower column and a much smaller upper
tube. This was common in the Blackburn, Accrington, Bury areas, many lasting
through to closure but carrying the final BR design of lamps.

The only other 'standard' design encountered was the one introduced by the
L.&Y. during the period c1882-c1900, whid is to be found all over the system
as shown at'B'. A shorter version suitable for mounting on top of walls was also
made. There was also a taller version (l.2ft. and 16ft.) with increased diameters
at the base (10in. dia. shaft), for use in yards, approaches etc.

These cast iron posts were spiked to two old sleepers (for stability) and the
platform surface laid up to the base of the column.

If wall mounting was needed, then here again many variants have been seen,
but the (standard' was as shown at 'C'. This appeared on engine sheds, goods
warehouses, subways etc. with lanterns beingboth upright or pendant as required.

Now, as I'm sure it is at least five minutes since the last train left-we must
turn the lights down to 'low' and leave the platform.
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For further detai,ls of the aboue, see the feature on page 10
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